
OUR RACK SOLUTIONS
DATA CENTER

Smart and simple cabling solutions



Multimedia Connect has developed an innovative and exclusive design, which is based on a ‘V’ forma-
tion of the 10-inch racks, allowing wiring density to be increased up to 1000 RJ45 or 2000 LC on 42U.

RaCk in ‘V’ FoRmation oVeR 
entiRe HeigHt

PRoDUCt ReFeRenCeS
PaRt nUmbeR DeSignation

bS4286oSSgDC23 Framework BS4286G 10-inch posts in V formation over 2/3

bS4286oSSgDC33 Framework BS4286G 10-inch posts in V formation 

bS4288oSSgDC23 Framework BS4288G 10-inch posts in V formation over 2/3

bS4288oSSgDC33 Framework BS4288G 10-inch posts in V formation 

bS88DCmmC Management of central position horizontal cable for P800 rack

bS88DCmCL Management of lateral position horizontal cable for P800 rack

CabLe management SyStem
This ingenious system offers great ease of management of 
cables at the rear of the rack, using cable paths.

The vertical brush grommets, located at 
the centre and at the ends, offer an ideal 
arrangement, whilst protecting from dust.  

This rack, partly equipped with 19-inch 
upright makes it possible to integrate 
elements in the 19-inch format.

RaCk in ‘V’ FoRmation oVeR 
2/3oF tHe HeigHt

HIGH_DENSITY WIRING SOLUTION



PRoDUCt ReFeRenCeS
PaRt nUmbeR DeSignation

bDC42612 19-inch rack 42U 600x1200 - Front single door and rear saloon door 80% openworked with side panels -
Rollers and jacks included

bDC42812 19-inch rack 42U 800x1200 - Front and rear saloon doors 80% openworked with side panels - Rollers 
and jacks included

This high-resistance rack 
provides a load capacity of 1500 
kg, ideal for intensive server 
use. Our racks are available in 
19-inch format, with width 600 
or 800, depth 1200 and height 
42U.

The posts are divided into three independent sections by 
means of an innovative anchoring principle. The system is used 
to support servers of different depths adapted to your specific 
needs. The numbering on the posts facilitates assembly.

The roof is composed of two brush 
grommets and two sliding doors 
facilitating access.

SERVER SOLUTION HIGH-DENSITY
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